
What matters most on a theater stage, do you know? An attractive appearance. Selecting 

the proper stage fabric is important, even more so than the lighting, sound, and overall set 

design. Which fabric option is the most popular, in your opinion? It's the Theatre Molton. Its 

broad uses and versatility are the reasons for its popularity. Top-notch Molton fabric will be 

supplied by Installation Theatrical Engineering (ITE) to complement your entire stage design. 

Your theater's drapery needs will be fully attended to by the service. 

But have you ever considered why Molton fabric is the best option out of all of them? We 

shall talk about everything related to this well-known cloth in this blog.

Overview of Theatre Molton Fabric and Its History
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As discussed, the Molton fabric is the most versatile fabric type that is specifically designed 

for theatrical productions. The fabric features high density, softness, and good texture. It is 

manufactured from raw materials from both natural and synthetic sources. With enhanced 

properties, they are suitable for a wide range of applications, as they are available in a 

variety of colors and styles.

The Theatre Molton holds its origin from the several versions of its name that were given in 

the history. The popular variant of this fabric was considered to have first appeared on 

French territory. It was given the name after the word mollet, which means soft. 

There is another version of the fabric where the name was released after the cloth “Melton”.  

Gradually, the production of the fabric was noticed throughout the world. 

A few years after its release, the Molton was represented as a great form of wooden cloth. 

The fabric was specially woven from a specific yarn with higher strength and great 

smoothness. This unique thread is uniformly characterized throughout its length, which later 

results in a beautiful fabric with great texture and durability.

Over time, Theatre Molton was manufactured using cotton fibers. The weavers use plain 

thread for weaving. Also, a thick and high-density pile has been preserved. In the historic 

period, the Molton fabric was presented as an element of prestige and wealth. Installation 

Theatrical Engineering (ITE) offers great Theatre Molton fabric made from the best materials.

What Are The Properties That Make Molton Fabric A 

Versatile Choice?

Theatre Molton's exclusive properties make it a versatile choice. Molton Fabric is a quality 

material that originates from nature. Therefore, it is environmentally friendly and safe for 

every age group. The major highlights of the fabric are higher strength and longer life span. 

The fabric can perfectly retain heat and protect from wind. Apart from this, it comes with the 

highest level of comfort and pleasant touch. The fabric material is also considered to be 

hygroscopic.

Another major part of the Molton fabric is its aesthetic appearance. It will give your theatre 

an attractive and stylish appearance. Moreover, it lacks pilling properties and is highly 



capable of absorbing noise. Installation Theatrical Engineering (ITE) promises all these 

properties embedded in their fabric without any quality compromise.

What Are The Versatile Types Of Molton Fabric?

You can explore various types of Theatre Molton that are versatile in their way.

The classic Molton category has the usual Molton, which is double-sided and pile.

This Molton category is a type of one-sided canvas. It carries a rough surface, mostly used for 

decorative purposes.

It is a synthetic type of fabric; one of its layers is composed of polyester. Therefore, this fabric 

type is a combination of both synthetic and natural versions. 

This is a woven type of fabric that is characterized by enhanced dimming values. It has a 

higher sound absorption property. The stage Molton fabric won’t easily wrinkle and also 

straighten up easily. The fabric type is characterized by its compact structure.

Final Thoughts

The significant history of Theatre Molton fabric, its versatile properties, and unique types 

make the fabric the ultimate choice for theatre stage set-up. The fabric has unbeatable and 

unmatchable properties and benefits. Installation Theatrical Engineering (ITE) will be your 

one-stop destination to get high-quality Molton fabrics for your theatre.
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